Successful Project Planning in Erasmus+
13./14. December 2021
2-Day-Workshop-Programme

Training Day 1 : Live Course on Erasmus Plus 09:30 - 16:30h

Learning Objectives
No matter what is your experience in European Funding Programmes related to education, in this day you will master the following for Erasmus+:

- How to create a great idea for a specific call in Erasmus+
- Whom to connect with for getting feedback on your idea
- Pitfalls and musts that you should know related to your targeted call topic
- How to build a proposal summary that rocks related to your proposal idea
- How to attract the best partners on board
- How to identify and join competitive consortia related to your targeted call topic
- How to build the main elements of a proposal and impress the evaluators

Modules
Module 1 - Critical info
- How to identify critical documentation related to your call topic

Module 2 - Call Intelligence
- Intelligent analysis of any call text with an example from a call topic
- The key actors behind Erasmus+ and how to get feedback and/or partner with them
- How to make your profile one of the most competitive and outstanding ones for being invited in Erasmus+ proposals

Module 3 - Impressing Evaluators with your proposal approach
- How to create a great idea for a specific call
- How to build a proposal summary that rocks related to your proposal idea
- How to attract the best partners on board
- How to build the main elements of a proposal related to your targeted call topic

Training Day 2: Building a winning collaborative proposal in Erasmus Plus 09:30 - 16:30h

Learning objectives
You will master the following for each of the grant application sections in a collaborative Erasmus+ proposal with focus on the four evaluation criteria a) Relevance of the project, b) Quality of the project design and implementation, c) Quality of the partnership and the cooperation arrangements, d) Impact.

Modules
- Module 4 - How to build the Relevance section and address all its sub-evaluation criteria
- Module 5 - How to build the Quality section and address all its sub-evaluation criteria
- Module 6 - How to build the Impact section address all its sub-evaluation criteria
- Module 7 - How to build the Workplan/workpackage section and address all its sub-evaluation criteria